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Chronic Myeloid Leukemia with Rare e1a3 BCRABL Transcript
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ABSTRACT
Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) results from neoplastic transformation of a hematopoietic stem
cell. It is cytogenetically characterized by the presence of Philadelphia chromosome which results from
reciprocal translocation t(9;22) that juxtaposes the ABL gene on chromosome 9 with breakpoint cluster
region (BCR) on chromosome 22 generating BCR-ABL oncogene. All BCR-ABL fusion proteins display
activated tyrosine kinase activity. Their different types are associated with different clinical course and
prognosis. We report a rare case of e1a3 BCR-ABL transcript. So far only 4 cases in patients with CML
have been reported.
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INTRODUCTION
The BCR-ABL fusion protein is a product of the
reciprocal t(9;22) translocation found in chronic
myeloid
leukemia
(CML)
and
acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). Breaks in the
BCR gene occur in one of the following three
regions i.e. Major breakpoint cluster region (MBCR), minor BCR (m-BCR) and micro-BCR (μ1
BCR). In majority, M-BCR is involved whereas
rearrangements with m-BCR and μ-BCR are
rare. Breakpoints in ABL gene are commonly
2
between exon 1a or 1b and a2. Sometimes it
3
occurs within the third intron of the ABL gene.
Several molecular techniques like Southern blot,
FISH and Conventional RT-PCR are currently
used for the detection of BCR-ABL gene.
However,
Conventional
RT-PCR
without
cytogenetics can miss the detection of rare
cases if proper primers are not used. Multiplex
RT-PCR is similar to conventional RT-PCR but
includes more than one pair of primers.
Presently it is considered a reliable technique to
identify typical and atypical BCR-ABL transcripts
4
in a single reaction.

CASE
A 62 years old female came with complains of
abdominal
pain
and
fatigue.
Physical
examination revealed splenomegaly. Her CBC
9
was RBC 3.74x10 /L, Hb 10.9g/dl, WBC 292.2
9
x10 /L , Neutrophils 48%, Promyelocytes 3%,
Myelocytes 20%, Metamyelocytes 11%, Bands
7% ,Blasts 4%, Eosinophils 2%, Basophils 1%
9
,Lymphocyte 1% and PLT count 365x10 /L .
Peripheral and bone marrow findings were
consistent with the diagnosis of CML in chronic
phase. Hydroxyurea was given to lower the
counts.
Multiplex RT-PCR was set up to determine
BCR-ABL with break points using Seeplex kit.
Whole blood sample was taken and plasma was
separated. RNA extraction from plasma was
done using Epicenter kit from Quaigen,
Germany. Cycling conditions for RT-PCR are
shown in table 1.Primers combination in the
multiplex
RT-PCR
allowed
simultaneous
detection of eight types of BCR-ABL and BCR
transcript in one reaction. The expected bands
were as follows: 600bp internal control or normal
BCR, 1012bp c3a2, 754bp b1a1, 476bp b3a2,

401bp b2a2, 348bp e1a2, 299bp, b3a3, 224bp
b2a3 and 174bp e1a3. Quality of the RNA and
efficiency of cDNA synthesis was analyzed by
amplification of BCR gene as an internal control.
The amplified product (600bp) from the BCR
gene was the only band detected in BCR-ABL
negative patients. Absence of this band
indicated
procedural
failure.
Gel
was
interpretated according to the BCR-ABL marker
(M) using Seeplex leukemia detection user
manual as a reference. M was used to amplify
the approximate size of target product run on a
gel electrophoresis. BCR-ABL positive control
(PC) was a mixture of BCR-ABL (b2a2, e1a2).
Both M and PC were present in the kit.
An e1a3 transcript was identified (Figure 2). To
confirm it, RT-PCR of bone marrow aspirate was
done . Result was same.
Table 1. Cycling Conditions of Multiplex RTPCR
Segment

Number
of
Cycles

Temperature

Duration

01

94 C

0

15 mins

37
37
37

0

94 C
0
60 C
0
72 C

0.5 min
1.5 mins
1.5 mins

01

72 C

0

10 mins

Initial
duration
Denaturation
Annealing
Extension
Final
extension

In Figure 2, Lane M is the marker while lane 10
is the positive control which is a mixture of BCRABL (b2a2, e1a2) incorporated in the kit. Lanes
1, 2, 3, 5, 8 and 9 show b3a2 (476 bp) while
lanes 4 and 7 show b2a2 (401 bp). In lane 6
minor mutation e1a3 (348 bp) is identified.
However recent data suggest that the SH3
domain does not influence the intracellular
signalling that regulate proliferation and survival
of BCR/ABLp210 transfected cells but is
required for full leukaemogeneic potential in
vivo. The molecular mechanism underlying the
impaired leukaemogenic potential of b3a3transfected cells appears to involve changes in
the adhesion and motility of these cells.
Moreover it has been demonstrated that intact
ABL SH3 domain is required for induction of
STAT5 activity and that an STAT5 dependent
pathway plays a crucial role in BCR-ABL
leukemogenesis because it is involved in anti
apoptotic activity and cell cycle progression
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induced by the oncogeneic protein. Studies in
murine models of CML have shown that the
b3a3 version of BCR-ABL/p210 induces a
myeloproliferative disease characterized by a

small delay in the onset of disease and by an
increased survival compared with the b3a2
version.

Figure 2: Results of RT-PCR

DISCUSSION
Small amounts of p190 transcripts are found in
CML patients expressing p210 and are believed
to arise from alternative splicing of the longer
5
b2a2/b3a2 component . The rare e1a3 BCRABL transcript identified in our study has been
6-8
previously reported in four patients with CML
in chronic phase. The first case reported by
Roman at al had a benign clinical course with
neutrophilic predominance resembling Chronic
neutrophilic leukemia (CNL) .The patient was
not on any treatment. The 2 patients of CML
reported by Al-Ali et al also had a benign clinical
course, and achieved complete cytogenetic
remission after imatinib therapy. However
monocytosis was noted in both cases. Other
case of CML in chronic phase with e1a3
transcript reported by Jordi-Martinez-Serra et al
also responded well to imatinib therapy, but after
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